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English 12: World Literature 
 

SEMESTER 2 
 
Week 1:  Jan. 3 – Jan. 6 
 
• NWEA Testing 
• Start the Personal Reading Program 

 
Week 2:  Jan. 9 – Jan. 13 
 
Reading 
Selections 

Genre Objectives Pages 

from The Pillow Book Diary Literary Study: Analyzing diary 
Reading Strategy: Drawing 
conclusions about author’s culture 
Vocabulary: Understanding 
denotation and connotation 

170-188 

Zen Parables:  Muddy 
Road / The Taste of 
Banzo’s Sword 

Parable Literary Study: Analyzing parable 
Reading Strategy: Applying 
background knowledge 
Vocabulary: Understanding word 
usage 

189-196 

 
Assignments 
 

Read and Write Book 
___pages 180-181 “Before You Read” Activities _________(points/grade) 

___pages 182-186 Read (notes & margin activities) _________(points/grade) 

___pages 187-188 “After You Read” Activities  _________(points/grade) 

___page 352  Classification Notes   _________(points/grade) 

___pages 190-191 “Before You Read” Activities _________(points/grade) 

___pages 192-194 Read (notes & margin activities) _________(points/grade) 

___pages 195-196 “After You Read” Activities  _________(points/grade) 

___page 353  Storyboard    _________(points/grade) 
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Writing 
In the “Before You Read” section of “The Pillow Book,” a diary is explained as a record 
of personal thoughts or experiences that the writer does not intend or expect to be read by 
others.  A journal, similar to a diary, is also a daily record of experiences, but focuses 
more on the events that have happened rather than the writer’s feelings.  Choose a day or 
an experience from your own life that you could classify as “Hateful,” “Embarrassing,” 
or “Pleasing.”  Write two entries about the experience:  1) a journal entry and 2) a diary 
entry.  Keep in mind that readers should be able to draw conclusions about your beliefs, 
daily life and personality from these entries.  Therefore, you must include sufficient 
details and pay attention the “voice” that speaks through your writing.   
 

High School Grammar Packet  
___Group 15: “Underlining:  Movies, TV, and Titles” _________(points/grade) 

 

Week 3: Jan. 17 – Jan. 20  
 
Reading Selection Genre Objectives Pages 
The Doll’s House Short 

Story 
Literary Study: Identifying 
symbols 
Reading Strategy: Analyzing 
sensory details 
Vocabulary: Understanding 
context clues 

197-210 

 
Assignments 
 
Read and Write Book 
___pages 198-199 “Before You Read” Activities _________(points/grade) 

___pages 200-207 Read (notes & margin activities) _________(points/grade) 

___pages 208-209 “After You Read” Activities  _________(points/grade) 

___page 210  Theme Organizer   _________(points/grade) 

 
  

High School Grammar Packet  
___Group 16: “ Quotation Marks vs. Underlining: Titles”_________(points/grade) 

 

Vocabulary (next 4 pages) 
___pages 181-184 “Context as Clues to Meaning” _________(points/grade) 
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Week 4: Jan. 23 – Jan. 27 
 
Reading Selection Genre Objectives Pages 
from Don Quixote Novel 

Excerpt 
Literary Study: Analyzing parody 
Reading Strategy: Making 
inferences about theme 
Vocabulary: Understanding word 
parts 

233-242 

 
Assignments 
 
Read and Write Book 
___pages 234-235 “Before You Read” Activities _________(points/grade) 

___pages 236-239 Read (notes & margin activities) _________(points/grade) 

___pages 240-241 “After You Read” Activities  _________(points/grade) 

___page 242  Evidence Organizer   _________(points/grade) 
Writing 
 As you read stories and excerpts, you encounter many themes, which is the lesson 
or message in a story.  For example, this week’s excerpt from Don Quixote explores the 
difference between an idealistic, romantic view of the world and a practical, realistic 
view, and what happens when these two views collide.  Last week you read “The Doll’s 
House.”  One theme of that story is the power of human understanding and kindness to 
bring positive change.  On the flip side is the theme of the prejudices and limitations that 
some people are born into and how those stay with us our entire lives. 
 No one knows the ‘theme’ of your life better than you do.  If there is a lesson or 
message in your life up to this point, what is it?   Maybe that nothing gets you down for 
long?   Or, the challenges of accepting responsibility at a young age?  Or, “I can count on 
my friends?”  Spend some time talking with your teacher and thinking about the theme 
that fits your life best. 
 Once you have identified your personal theme, identify a situation or experience 
that highlights your theme.  For example, if you’ve chosen the theme “I can overcome 
adversity,” think about the times in your life when you have faced difficult situations and 
prevailed.  Choose ONE of those incidents and write personal narrative about it.  After 
narrowing your topic, use the story map that follows to gather ideas and details. 
 Write the first (introductory paragraph) of your narrative.  Another word for 
narrative is story.  Your narrative should read like a good story.  Once a reader starts it, 
s/he doesn’t want to stop!   Try two different opening paragraphs: one that begins with a 
simple but interesting comment and one that starts with a conversation (dialogue). 
        _________(points/grade) 
 
High School Grammar Packet  
___Group 17:  “Quotation Marks for Titles”   _________(points/grade) 
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